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goal or primary motivation. Rather, he places his purpose for us at the center: becoming more like Christ. The more God’s agenda for relationships lives at the center of our motivation for pursuing relationships, the more likely it is that we will have good relationships, but it does not necessarily guarantee that all of our friendships will be fulfilling. Instead of looking to your relationships to fulfill you, it is our hope that this curriculum will enable you to see the bigger picture of what God is accomplishing in and through your relationships—one that is much grander than your personal happiness. This resource might disappoint those who are looking for several easy steps to more effective and happy friendships, but it will be a great encouragement to those who learn to set their sights on the sanctifying work of the Father, Son, and Spirit.

3. Our greatest hope is that this resource will provide a way for individuals, marriages, and entire churches to be transformed into communities that are growing in bringing together seemingly contradictory things like candor and compassion, humility and courage, patience and godly conflict. “Godly conflict” may sound like a strange thing to hope for—that is, unless you have seen too much ungodly conflict! It is only through God’s Spirit powerfully working in the lives of many individuals that these kinds of communities can emerge. The authors of this material claim no special ability, personally, when it comes to these things—certainly not because we write about it! But we do stand with all who will study this material and say with confidence that progress and movement can and will be made as we embed our lives more deeply in the gospel of grace that is ours in Christ. Our Trinitarian God is one God and three persons. There is unity and diversity. He is a social God, and we are a relational people. It is by his design that this is true, and it is only by his grace that it will be true of us.

Thank you for your interest in the ministry of CCEF and for using this resource that we trust will help you and many others. It is our privilege to partner with you and to have a small or significant role in your growth in grace. After all, “So neither he who plants nor he who waters is anything, but only God, who makes things grow. The man who plants and the man who waters have one purpose, and each will be rewarded according to his own labor. For we are God’s fellow workers; you are God’s field, God’s building” (1 Cor. 3:7–9).
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Lesson 1: Relationships and the Nature of God / page 1

Central Point: Because God himself is a community, he created and intends for us to live in community so that we may be a reflection of him.
Opening Activity: Brainstorm any words that come to mind when you hear the word relationships.
Closing Activity: Identify and add any words that should be the focus of our thoughts about relationships.

Lesson 2: Relationships—The Problem and the Solution / page 13

Central Point: Our problems in relationships have everything to do with sin inside us, and our potential to overcome the problems has everything to do with Christ.
Opening Activity: Exploring the Problem
Closing Activity: Exploring the Solution
Preparation for lessons 3 and 4 home assignment

Lesson 3: Relationships—God's Workshop / page 28

Central Point: God uses relationships to lead us into growth and sanctification.
Opening Activity: Can you identify the underlying agenda in these statements?
Closing Activity: Case Study (Josh and Sara)—What is Josh's part in the conflict, and what is Sara's part in the conflict? What needs to happen to resolve the issues?

Lesson 4: Two Foundation Stones / page 38

Central Point: Good relationships are built on remembering who we are in God’s eyes and worshipping God for who he is.
Opening Activity: Case Study (Matt and Rob)—Why do we struggle with one person one way and a different person another way?
Closing Activity: Worship
Lesson 5: Relationships and Communication / page 50

Central Point: As Christ’s ambassadors, we represent him every time we speak.
Opening Activity: Ambassador—Game simulation
Closing Activity: Giving Encouragement

Lesson 6: Conflict / page 59

Central Point: Relationships inevitably bring conflict but also growth.
Opening Activity: Case Study (Ashley and Hannah)—Evaluate Hannah and Ashley’s conflict. What is the root of the problem? What will restore the relationship?
Closing Activity: Case Study (Troy and Angela)—What do Troy and Angela need to think about and then do to resolve the conflict and restore the relationship?

Lesson 7: Forgiveness—Absorbing the Cost / page 73

Central Point: As a community of forgiven people, we are called to practice forgiveness.
Opening Activity: What is forgiveness? What can cause forgiving to be so difficult?
Closing Activity: NA
Preparation for lesson 8 home assignment

Lesson 8: Hope in the Middle / page 85

Central Point: Our relationships will never be perfect; because of Christ, not only can we make it through the difficulties, but he can use us as instruments of his grace.
Opening Activity: What do you like most: being at the beginning, in the middle, or at the end of something? Why?
Closing Activity: Small Group Sharing

Lesson 9: Transforming Average Relationships into Great Relationships / page 95

Central Point: Whoever wants to be great must become a servant.
Opening Activity: How many “one another” commands can you name?
Closing Activity: Serving Opportunities
Lesson 10: Time and Money / page 104

Central Point: God lavishes his resources and grace on us so that we may share them in the lives of others.
Opening Activity: John Piper writes, “God is calling us to be conduits of his grace, not cul-de-sacs.” What does John Piper mean?
Closing Activity: Write a note of encouragement to someone.
Preparation for lesson 11 home assignment

Lesson 11: Review Lessons 1–10: Application Case Study
(Brian and Kara) / page 113

Using the principles in lesson 8, consider what you would say to Brian and Kara to encourage them.

Take on the role of Brian or Kara. What change in your perspective will help you move toward God’s grace? How will you need to view the conflict and difficulties? How will Kara need to view Brian and vice versa? How will their worship of God help change their perspective for change to begin? How will they need to view their identity for change to occur? What is the desire in their hearts that has led to conflict? How might forgiveness play a crucial role, and what should that forgiveness look like? What ways of serving will help bring about change and provide mutual support?

Lesson 12: Moving Out / page 119

Central Point: Our relationships are intended to attract others to the King.
Opening Activity: Prayer
Closing Activity: Celebrating What God Has Done
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Lesson 1

Relationships and the Nature of God

Central Point and Application

Central Point: Because God himself is a community, he created and intends for us to live in community so that we may be a reflection of him.

Personal Application: I need to be properly involved in relationships.

Relational Application: I need to be in close relationship to God because my relationships with others will be satisfying only if I am in relationship with God.

THE BIG QUESTION

Do you see and treat relationships as God intends for you?

Opening Activity

For five minutes, brainstorm any words that come to mind when you hear the word relationships.
Relationships can be messy. Having to deal with flawed people in a broken world can make one wonder if some relationships are even worth it. Have you felt this way? Have you ever avoided a neighbor or a co-worker? Ever choose to just swallow how you really feel because the work involved, if you really opened up, doesn’t seem worth it?

The difficulty of relationships can lead to families sharing the same space without sharing meaningful contact, church meetings becoming a formality with no attempt to share in the lives of others, and neighbors living side by side without knowing anything significant about one another. Is this a valid way to live? Is it OK to keep to ourselves so that we don’t get hurt or don’t hurt someone else? What’s wrong with playing it safe?

Oddly enough, we can live with a tension between self-protective isolation and the desire for meaningful relationships. We can, on one hand, avoid the discomfort often created by relationships but, at the same time, know that we are less than human when we are alone. Every relational decision we make tends to move toward either isolation or immersion, and sometimes we may find ourselves at an extreme end of this continuum; we are tempted to make relationships either less or more than they were intended to be.

“I want to be safe” ← “I need you in order to live”
(isolation) (immersion)

Which side of the continuum do you tend to move toward? Why?
Relational Profiles

Because we tend toward one of these characteristics—immersion or isolation—our relationships tend to fit one of three profiles:

1. The Frustrated Relationship: In this relationship, one person moves toward isolation and the other moves toward immersion. One dreams of being safe; the other dreams of being close and intimate.

   How would the perfect vacation look to each of these two types of people?

   How might it feel to live in this type of relationship?

2. The Enmeshed Relationship: Here both people move toward immersion. Both parties are relationally dependent on the other.

   How would the perfect vacation look to each of these two types of people?

   How might it feel to live in this type of relationship?
3. The Isolated Relationship: In this relationship both persons move toward isolation. Both make relational decisions based on maintaining safety.

How would the perfect vacation look to each of these two types of people?

How might it feel to live in this type of relationship?

When things go wrong in relationships, the problem is often rooted in the heart and in the expectations we bring to the relationships, whether it is our expectation for safety or for dependency. This is why we need to seek God’s expectations for our relationships: What purpose does God intend relationships to serve in our lives? As persons created in the image of God, what should our relationships look like? Without a biblical model to explain the place relationships should have in our lives, we will likely experience imbalance, confusion, conflicting desires, and general frustration.
Our Communal God

Since we are made in the image of God, we cannot talk about the nature of human relationships without first thinking about the nature of God.


For whom and for what is Jesus praying in this part of his prayer?

What is the model for community Jesus sees for his people?

If God himself is a community, what does it mean to be human, made in God’s likeness?
In Christ’s prayer, what is one of the purposes for human community?

Why do we need Christ to be praying for us?

Christ not only prays for our unity with one another but that we would also have community with whom?
Is there anything else about this prayer and its background that shows God’s deep commitment to creating true community?

Think about the stages of a person’s life beginning from birth. What can you identify that shows we were designed to be in community with others?
Closing Activity

Look at the list of words brainstormed for the opening activity; identify any words that should be the focus of our thoughts about relationships. Are there any words you feel should be added?

? Are there any relationships in your life, including perhaps your relationship with God, you need to correct your perspective on?
God designed us to be relational—it is our very nature, and it is one way in which we reflect the image of God. And only when we live in community do we fully reflect the likeness of God. Relationships are not optional! Because of sin, relationships can be messy, but they are not optional. Problems in relationships are often rooted in our selfish desires—when we seek to fulfill our own perceived wants and needs instead of seeking to please God. If there are problems in your relationships, the solution starts with God; the circle of human community is only healthy when it exists within the larger circle of community with God.

Central Point
1. We are less than human when we are alone.
2. We are tempted to make relationships more or less than they were intended to be.
3. God, the Trinity, is a community; as his creation we reflect this quality, and only when we live in community do we fully reflect the likeness of God.

Personal Application
1. I need to acknowledge that God desires me to be properly involved in relationships.
2. I need to identify whether I tend toward isolation or immersion.
3. I need to admit that good relationships with others flow from good communion with God.

Relational Application
1. I need to be in relationship with others, neither avoiding nor depending upon them.
2. I need to find balance between isolation and immersion.
3. I need to be, first and foremost, in relationship with God.
Make It Real

1. Who are people in your life (family, work, neighborhood, church, etc.) you feel you should be building better relationships with? What will it require for you to build and improve these relationships?

2. What are your expectations for your closest relationships?

3. If there are problems in your relationships, the solutions begin with God. Identify and write down any problems you have in your relationships.
4. Spend time with your spouse, close friends, small group, and so forth, and share your answers to the items below:

Share whether you feel there are any problems in your relationship. (Do not share what you feel the problems are, only whether you feel there are or are not problems.)

Rate the problems (without naming the problems) on a scale of 1 (minor) to 10 (major).

Identify whether you tend toward isolation or immersion.
Identify whether your relationship tends to be (1) frustrated, (2) enmeshed, or (3) isolated.

Identify, using a percentage, how much you relate to the other person(s) in a way intended to please God.

Share with one another what you learned about relationships in this lesson, including (1) how important are relationships to God? (2) from where does true human community grow?